The key elements to the success of the Milan experience are only a few and simple ones. To implement a real dialogue, i.e. an equal exchange between two points of view, both communities have accepted a risk, willing to renovate their language in order to make it open and accessible, and have put aside old judgment schemes, wondering, at every step, about the meaning of the representations submitted to them. At the same time, the cognitive deficit of the two players in the dialogue is a fundamental spur to turn upside down a language and behaviours taken for granted.
The basic requirement of a dialogue obviously is respect for one another and the willingness to listen to one other. This attitude may frighten the scientists more fond of the institutional respect their role implies, but it is not about affirming, for instance, that the artist's viewpoint can or must change the approach to a scientific representation of the expanding universe. On the contrary, it is about acknowledging that the artistic contribution can provide a totally different representation of the same phenomenon, and not competing with, yet complementing -and never concluding -the scientific representation itself. As if, to exemplify through an analogy, the physical-mathematical representation of a volume containing a novel -a description totally independent from the content -were joined by a critical-literary view. Could somebody maintain that the overall result would not be a general enrichment of the image of that volume?
Is dialogue really useful?
Dialogue clearly has a democratic charm that the deficit-model cannot have. Not only that: the demand for dialogue is a social demand that has increasingly reinforced in the past few years. However, as suggested by the example of Brera, a dialogue is useful not only for the stakeholders that wish to communicate, to risk, and that have views able to enrich one another. I believe this is not always true. Although it may be unpleasant to write or read, the skills of a layman are totally irrelevant when the Theorem of Fermat, quantum statistics or stellar nuclei neutronisation are dealt with. Discussing on the consequences of scientific breakthroughs or on specific application is a completely different issue. This leads to my last point.
In general, you cannot escape the unpleasant feeling that science communication is obliged to choose increasingly sophisticated methods to act for a reason that has little to do with the intrinsic learning mechanisms or with principle democracy. The issue I am dealing with is whether we are climbing higher and higher only because it is the only direction left for us to move, with our back against the wall owing to a world and a society that never before have appeared so confused, complicated, chaotic, immense and, at the same time, necessary and fatal. A society apparently unchangeable through cultural instruments. The infamous "rubber wall" has apparently become a rubber cake. And we, science experts or laymen, are the raisin within. If the citizens had the feeling that a better knowledge implies better life conditions or the chance to realistically imagine a better society (whatever this may be), probably the interest in science would improve irrespective of the communication model adopted.
In other terms, we should be able to offer non-experts, students and ourselves a real bi-blade razor, with a dual action: on the one hand, we should offer a scientific world able to dialogue with society; on the other hand -the second necessary blade -a society provided with a human and scientific culture able to change the rules of the world. So, I wonder whether stopping at the former step, constantly changing the approach to science communication, with all the practical and theoretical effort it requires, should be interpreted especially as a decadence sign of a social model unable to renovate itself and forcing us to strive in an irrelevant bombast.
As a citizen, and not only as an amphibious science communicator, the question I have to face, with an increasing insistence and anguish is: why should I dialogue with science, if this does not give me the instruments to contribute to build a world that I like better?
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